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We have found that dilute concentrations of lithium in copper produce
surfaces which are nearly pure lithium when heated and subject to irradi-
ation. In order to better understand the experimental results, we have
modeled the Cu-Li system using a modified version of the TRIM computer code
and an alloy segregation program developed by N. Q. Lam. The TRIM code cal-
culates the sputtering yield and depth of origin of the sputtered atoms for
materials in which the composition varies from one atomic layer to the next
and the segregation program uses these sputtering yields to trace the evo-
lution of the concentration profile.

The initial result of sputtering is to preferentially deplete the surface
species. Continued irradiation, however, creates a subsurface region of high
displacement damage. In the Cu-Li alloy, lithium moves very rapidly through
this region, resulting in subsurface lithium enrichment. The enriched region
broadens and eventually reaches the surface. The exact effect on the lithium
concentration in the first two atomic layers depends on the temperature,
damage profile, and particle flux. Results of the calculation are presented,
along with a discussion of their implications for fusion reactor materials.

It is often assumed, when dealing with the sputtering of compounds and
alloys, that each component has the same sputtering properties as the pure
element, and that the sputtering rate of a given atomic species is, therefore,
linear with atomic concentration. We have investigated the validity of this
assumption in the context of dilute, highly segregating alloys proposed for
fusion applications. It is found that as the concentration of a given element
changes with time and from one atomic layer to the next, the sputtering yield
also changes significantly.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the principal factors limiting the ultimate performance of magnet-

ic fusion devices is the energy lost to atomic line radiation from plasma

impurities arising from the erosion of structural components which face the

plasma. Since the energy lost to line radiation increases very rapidly with

the atomic number of the impurity atoms, it is especially important to limit

the concentration of high-Z atoms in the plasma. Additionally, there is a

serious structural problem associated with the use of high-Z materials facing

the plasma: Sputtering, by both the D-T fuel and plasma impurities, is expec-

ted to be the dominant erosion mechanism in a fusion reactor. For most of the

possible range of plasma parameters in which a fusion reactor would operate,

even a very low concentration of high-Z plasma impurity would result in a

self-sputtering cascade which would quickly, destroy the structural components

facing the plasma [1],

It is, therefore, desirable to use low-Z materials on all surfaces

exposed to the plasma. The thermal, chemical, and mechanical properties of

most low-Z materials are rather poor, dictating that they be used in the form

of coatings deposited on, or bonded to, a structural substrate. However, the

use of coatings results in a number of new problems related to the integrity

of the interface, erosion-redeposition phenomena, and maintenance: Unless the

coating is very thin or has a thermal expansion coefficient matched to that of

the substrate, interface fracture is likely to occur as the result of thermal

shock. Additionally, the bond is weakened as the result of accumulated gas

and defects at the interface. Coatings such as titanium carbide used in

current fusion devices are typically only 20 microns thick, and are subject to

failure by microcracking and eventual spallation if the thickness exceeds 30-

40 microns [2], Erosion and redepositJon processes may result in the transfer



of as much as 100 cm of linviter thickness per year [ 3 ] , indicating that i t is

very l i ke ly to be impossible to maintain a stable coating thickness, Regions

in which the coating is depleted may be replenished by in-s i tu deposition.
/

This approach, however, adds an additional degree of complexity and does not

help in regions in which the coating has become too thick to be structurally

stable.

A novel approach to the production and maintenance of self-sustaining

low-Z coatings [4] involves the use of alloys in which thermal and radiation-

related segregation processes result in an overlayer consisting entirely of

the low-Z component of the al loy. Several alloys based on fusion reactor

candidate materials have been identi f ied as theoretically capable of producing

such an overlayer [5] (e.g. Cu-Li, W-8e, and V-Al). At thermodynamic equ i l i -

brium, the region which is expected to be enriched in the low-Z component is

only one atomic layer th ick. In a radiation environment however, a concentra-

t ion prof i le of the low-Z component is expected, which may extend quite far

into the subsurface region.

In order to be of practical use, the coating must: (1) form a reasonably

complete low-Z overlayer, which is maintained for times at least comparable to

the operating cycle of the fusion device, (2) be stable at the expected opera-

t ing temperature of the substrate material, (3) signif icant ly reduce both the

l ight ion and self-sputtering of the high-Z alloy component, (4) have a long

lifetime-to-depletion of the bulk inventory of the low-Z component. Addition-

a l l y , the erosion rate of the low-Z alloy component must be low enough to

prevent signif icant contamination of the plasma by the overlayer materials

although the allowable level for low-Z atoms is relatively high [ 6 ] ,

Copper is frequently the material of choice for high heat f lux applica-

t ions. Because of i t s high sputtering y ie ld , i t i s , however, unsuitable for



use as a plasma-side material. In this paper we discuss the use of copper-

lithium alloy as a means of retaining the desirable features of copper while

lowering both the erosion rate and the effective Z of impurities introduced

into the plasma. Attempts to model the experimental results reveal a number

of synergistic effects associated with the sputtering of binary alloys in a

fusion reactor environment.

Cu-Li has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally, and it

has been found that, at sputter-induced erosion rates comparable to those

expected in a fusion reactor and temperatures appropriate to the use of copper

as a limiter material, an alloy containing as little as 2.6 at.% Li quickly

forms an overlayer consisting of nearly 100% lithium [5}. This overlayer is

stable during extended irradiation at high temperature. Negligible reduction

in bulk lithium concentration is observed after three week's sputtering at a

rate of approximately 0.4 atomic layers per second and maintenance at a

temperature of 430°C [7].

Calculations using the TRIM computer code to predict tlv? copper and

lithium sputtering yields indicate that, for a single atomic overlayer of

lithium, the copper erosion is reduced by a factor of 4-6 relative to that of

pure copper, depending on the mass and energy of the incident particle [7].

Similar results have been obtained experimentally [5]. Analysis of the near-

surface lithium concentration by Auger electron spectroscopy indicates the

presence of more than one atomic layer of lithium. Physical arguments based

on the charge state of the sputtered lithium and the observed stability of the

lithium overlayer at temperatures in excess of 400°C [7J dictate that the

effective thickness of the lithium overlayer does not exceed 2 atomic

layers. Calculated yields for the self-sputtering of copper from a pure cop-

per surface and from copper covered with 1 and 1.5 atomic layers of lithium



are shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, the self-sputtering yield of tungsten is

also shown. For impact energies in excess of 1 keV, the sputtering yield of

tungsten exceeds unity, corresponding to the generation of a self-sputtering

cascade which would quickly destroy the limiter. The impact energy depends on

both the plasma edge temperature and the charge state of impurity atoms emana-

ting from the edge region. For tungsten, an impact energy of 1 keV corre-

sponds to an edge temperature of ~100 eV. For copper with a single lithium

overlayer, the predicted kinetic energy corresponding to unity self-sputtering

yield is 1400 eV, higher than for tungsten. If the lithium overlayer is as

little as 1.5 monolayers thick, the self-sputtering window for Cu-Li is 3400

eV wide. Because the atomic number of the impurity influx would be reduced by

a factor of 2.5 relative to that of tungsten, plasma performance would ilso be

improved.

The TRIM calculations predict that the erosion rate of lithium from the

Cu-Li alloy is comparable with the erosion rate of copper from pure copper.

However, based on theoretical considerations and earlier experiments [8], it

was anticipated that the lithium would be sputtered primarily as secondary

ions. It has been shown that as a result of the electric potential gradient

at the limiter of a tokamak, and the tangential toroidal magnetic field at the

wall, the probability that a secondary ion will enter the plasma as an impur-

ity is on the order of only a few parts per million [9,10]. The vast majority

of the secondary ions are returned to the sputtered surface within ~100 ym of

the point of origin. Laboratory experiments simulating the effect of the

sheath potential at a tokamak limiter by applying a bias voltage to the sample

and monitoring the surface composition during sputtering by means of Auger

spectroscopy have shown that, for a temperature range of 140°C to 320°C, span-

ning the expected operating temperature range of a copper limiter in a fusion



reactor, the electric field completely suppresses the depletion of the lithium

overlayer, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The attainment of the conditions outlined above as necessary for the

successful use of self-sustaining low-Z coatings have been demonstrated in the

laboratory for dilute alloys of lithium in copper. The current work is a

parametric modeling study aimed at elucidating the relevant properties affec-

ting the sputtering of alloys in a fusion environment. It is directed specif-

ically to an understanding of the experimental results observed for copper-

lithium alloys [11] in terms of the time evolution and steady state of the

lithium concentration profile.

THEORY

It was predicted by Gibbs [13] in 1875 that at thermodynamic equilibrium,

the composition of the uppermost atomic layer of an alloy corresponds to a

minimum in the surface free energy. It is only recently, however, that modern

surface analysis techniques have been able to provide experimental confirma-

tion [14]. It is predicted [15] that for a binary alloy, the concentrations

C ^ and C g of atomic species A and B in the first atomic layer are given by

C1 C2

A = -/exp(-AH s e g/kT) (1)
0 B L B

where C2
A and C

2
8 are the second layer concentrations of A and B, and AH s e g is

the segregation energy. The principal contribution to A H S results from

minimization of the surface bond enthalpy, although lattice strain resulting

from under- or oversized solute atoms also contributes to the segregation

energy. A semi-empirical model due to Mi edema [16] has been used with good

success to calculate the segregation energy. A recent review by Chelikovsky



[17] summarizes the predictions of the Mi edema model for a large number of

solvent-solute combinations.

In most treatments, the quantities C2
A and C^B in Eq. 1 are replaced by

the bulk>,xconce»itrations CA and CB, although it has been shown by Williams and

Nason [18] that Gibbsian segregation is only approximately a first atomic

layer phenomenon. In the present case, the slight difference between C 2
A B

and CA B is considered negligible in view of the radiation-related effects

which have a much more pronounced effect on the solute concentration pro-

file. These effects are: preferential sputtering, cascade mixing, radiation-

enhanced diffusion, and radiation-induced segregation.

Preferential sputtering depletes the surface of solute atoms, A, at a

rate which is proportional to the product of C A and SA, the partial

sputtering yield of A. For a process dominated by preferential sputtering,

the surface composition is given by [19]:

C A CA *B (2) •

clB ^ A '

Cascade mixing further acts to deplete the majority species at the surface by

driving surface atoms into the bulk.

Solute atoms removed from the surface are replaced at a rate given by

0 JA = -DA 7CA (3)

where fi is the atomic volume and JA is the flux of A atoms across a plane

parallel to the surface, VCA is the solute concentration gradient, and DA is

the solute diffusion coefficient, given by



DA = Do exp (- AHdl.ff/kT) (4)

where W^i f f is the ususl activation energy. Replenishment of solute atoms

sputtered from the surface with atoms from the near-surface region results in

an altered layer of thickness [20]

d~DA/v (5) .

where v is the surface recession velocity. Morita, at al. [21] have deter-

mined the time required for the surface concentration to reach the steady

state value given by Eq. (2):

T = oA<}> DA/k2v
2 (6)

where kg is a rate constant for segregation, <{> is the ion flux and o A is the

sputtering cross section for component A.

It should be noted that this formalism is not easy to apply since the

quantity D A is not flux-independent in a radiation environment. As a result

of radiation-enhanced diffusion, the creation of mobile radiation-induced

defects increases the flux of atoms diffusing along the solute concentration

gradient by as much as several orders of magnitude, although the activation

energy for diffusion is unchanged. Radiation induced segregation, on the

other hand, occurs when the solute atom motion is preferentially coupled to

gradients in the defect concentrations. If solute-interstitial complexes are

formed, the solute atoms are carried to the surface which acts as a sink for

both vacancy and interstitial defects. If on the other hand, diffusion occurs

by a vacancy migration process, radiation-induced segregation will act to



sweep solute atoms from the surface into the bulk. The relative values of the

energies for solute migration via defects are, therefore, of extreme impor-

tance to the overall segregation behavior.
/

We have chosen to treat the interrelated phenomena of Gibbsian segrega-

t i on , preferential sputtering, cascads mixing, radiation-enhanced diffusion

and radiation-induced segregation via the Lam-Wiedersich model. We present

here an outline of the model to i l lus t ra te the relevant parameters* More

complete discussions are presented elsewhere [22,23], The solid is divided

into a number of layers of varying thickness; the f i r s t three layers are each

one atomic layer th ick. The net f lux of solute atoms A between layers 1 and 2

is determined by

JA =

where ? is the atomic layer thickness, and

vA
12 = vA

2 1 exp (AHseg/kT) (8)

relates the inter-layer jump frequencies.

Displacement mixing is treated as a diffusion process in which the effec-

t ive diffusion constants, D^, Dg are equal and related to the nearest neighbor

distance, X, the depth-dependent DPA rate, Kg, and the atomic mixing factor,

n:

D A = DB =
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Radiation-enhanced diffusion is also an activated diffusion process in

which the diffusion coefficient is proportional to the defect concentration.

dAv Cv + dAi Ci
(10)

where dAv, dAi are the diffusivity coefficients for species A via vacancies

and interstitials, respectively, and Cv, Ĉ  are the vacancy and interstitial

concentrations.

Radiation-induced segregation arises from a preferential coupling of the

solute flux to vacancy and/or interstitial gradients:

J A- - D A V C A - C A (dA1 vc, -d A v vcv). (11)

The time dependence of solute, interstitial and vacancy concentrations, CA,

Cj, and Cv is expressed by a set of coupled differential equations [22], It

should be noted that the activation energies for vacancy and interstitial

migration determine which mechanism is dominant in determining the solute flux

and, as seen in Eq. 11, the two effects have opposite signs.

In general, the defect migration and formation energies are known in the

pure metal but not in the alloy. Values of the heat of vacancy formation AH^

in copper, as determined by positron annihilation spectroscopy, range from 1.2

to 1.31 eV [24,?5], Both values have been used in the present work, as indi-

cated in Table I. They give similar results in terms of the solute concentra-

tion profile. The value of the lithium migration energy AHm in a largely

copper matrix is not known and was considered as a parameter which was used to

reproduce the incipient compound formation seen experimentally at temperatures
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< 140°C. Other values for the vacancy and interstitial heats of formation and

migration are listed in Table la.

RESULTS

Except as specifically noted, the results presented in this section were

calculated using the parameters listed in Table I. The calculated time evolu-

tion of the solute concentration profile as a function of depth is shown in

Fig. 4 for an alloy consisting of 2.6 at.% Li in Cu bombarded at 350°C. It is

assumed that the sample is in thermodynamic equilibrium at t=0, the time that

sputtering commences, and that the initial solute concentration profile corre-

sponds to the equilibrated value given by Eq. 1 in the first atomic layer, and

to the bulk concentration (2.6 at.%) everywhere else. The sample is bombarded

by 3 keV Ar+ at a flux of 3.1x10^ ions/cm -s. This flux corresponds to a

sputtering rate of 0.4 monolayers per second fcr pure copper, or roughly the

sputtering rate anticipated for the limiter of a fusion reactor. The sputter-

ing yield of copper in the alloy is taken as the value for pure copper while,

for reasons to be explained below, the lithium sputtering yield is taken as

1/10 the elemental lithium value, 0.68. After only a few seconds have

elapsed, the surface concentration of lithium has decreased significantly

while subsurface lithium enrichment occurred within the first 50 A. With

increased sputtering time, the enriched region broadens and shifts to a

greater depth. Eventually, the steady-state lithium concentration profile was

obtained; the lithium concentration in the first layer increased to a large

value, controlled by the sputtering yield ratio SC(J/SLl- (Eq. 2). The second

layer lithium concentration is predicted to be significantly less than the

first layer concentration, in accord with Eq. (1). It should be noted,

however, that the formation of a compound phase, Cu^Li occurs when the lithium
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concentration exceeds ~18 at.% [27], and that the calculated profile is

probably not accurate if the lithium concentration exceeds this value.

The behavior for 3 keV Ar+ sputtering of the first few atomic layers is

shown more clearly in Fig. 5 which presents the time evolution of the lithium

concentration at several selected depths. The copper and lithium sputtering

yields are taken here as the elemental values. Figure 5a corresponds to a

sample temperature of 350°C and Fig. 5b corresponds to sputtering at 140°C.

The first three traces in Figs. 5a and 5b correspond to the liLliium concentra-

tion at depths of 1, 2, and 5 atomic layers. The fourth trace corresponds to

the depth at which the greatest subsurface lithium enrichment occurs at steady

state, i.e., long sputtering times. This depth represents the 23rd atomic

layer at 350°C and the 17th layer at 140°C. Initially, dominant radiation-

induced segregation leads to a strong lithium depletion in the first layer and.

lithium enrichment in the subsurface peak damage region. After only 0.1

seconds of sputtering time, the second layer lithium concentration has already

noticeably increased. With increasing time, the peak of the lithium-enriched

region moved deeper into the bulk. Eventually, as a result of preferential

sputtering the surface lithium concentration increases to the steady—tate

value.

This value of the first layer lithium concentration is determined by Eq.

(2) and is independent of temperature. Because a larger value was assumed for

the lithium sputtering yield in Fig. 5, the steady-state value of the first

layer lithium concentration is smaller than the value shown in Fig. 4 (13.5%

instead of 60%). Because the diffusion coefficient is temperature-dependent,

the width of the Li-enriched region and maximum accumulation at a given depth

vary with temperature. At low temperature the maximum subsurface concentra-

tion may be high enough to result in Cu4Li compound precipitation. For the
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calculation at 140°C, the values of AHm and AH^ shown in Table I were chosen

to show incipient precipitation at a depth of 17 atomic layers, in accord with

experiment [12]. At higher temperatures (e.^. 350°C), the concentration

profile broadens and the lithium concentration at a given depth decreases. In

agreement with experiment, no compound precipitation is predicted at this

temperature.

So far we have used two different values for the lithium partial sputter-

ing yield without giving justification. This point is addressed here. The

partial sputtering yields of alloy components are not in general equal to the

values corresponding to the pure element. TRIM calculations have shown [8]

that for a compound material, the composition of the immediate environment

strongly affects the sputtering cross section of any given component. The

calculations presented so far are not self-consistent in that the partial

sputtering yields are assumed constant, although not necessarily equal to the

elemental values. In the example of a thin layer of light atoms on a heavier

substrate, the substrate produces a high reflectivity for the incident pro-

jectile and provides an efficient mechanism for direction of momentum away

from the surface. Consequently, it is calculated that a monolayer of Li on Cu

has a higher sputtering yield than pure lithium, in spite of the fact that the

Li-Cu bond is stronger than the Li-Li bond. Figure 6 shows the reflection

coefficient, lithium partial sputtering yield, and sputtering cross section

for lithium otoms sputtered from the first atomic layer of a hypothetical

structure in which successive atomic layers are filled with lithium. As the

lithium layer increases in thickness, the reflection coefficient decreases.

Since lithium is added, the lithium sputtering yield increases up to a

thickness of two monolayers, but the sputtering cross section for lithium

atoms in the first atomic layer decreases. Since the sputtered atoms all
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originate in the first two atomic layers, increasing the lithium thickness,

beyond two layers, merely decreases the efficiency with which the projectile

momentum is directed away from the surface, and the lithium sputtering yield

decreases. Since we anticipate on the basis of Figs. 4 and 5 that the compo-

sition in the first few atomic layers will change drastically with time,

significant variation of the sputtering yields is expected. For purposes of

comparison with Fig. 5, Fig. 7 shows a self-consistent calculation using the

partial sputtering yield values predicted by TRIM as the composition profile

changes. The subsurface solute concentration profile is almost the same as

that of Fig. 5b, but the first and second layer lithium concentrations are

lower. In particular, the second layer does not show the initial increase in

Li concentration.

An additional mechanism of perhaps even greater significance comes into

play in a fusion environment. It is expected [26] and has been demonstrated

experimentally [7,12] that a significant fraction of the lithium sputtered

from the copper substrate is in the form of secondary ions. These atoms are

promptly returned to the surface by the sheath potential and make no contribu-

tion to the erosion. The net effect is as if the sputtering yield had been

reduced by an amount corresponding to the fraction of atoms which are sput-

tered as neutrals [11]. The effect on the concentration profile for bombard-

ment of Cu-2.6 at.% Li by 500 eV deuterons is shown in Fig. 8 for assumed

secondary ion fractions (e+) of 0%, 50%, 90% and 98%. Since a high secondary

ion fraction is equivalent to a low sputtering yield, the first layer lithium

concentration increases with e+ to the value determined by Eq. (1). For high

secondary ion fractions, the calculated first layer lithium concentration

reaches ~80%. Because of the low effective sputtering yield, lithium

accumulates in the sub-surface region, forming an altered layer which becomes
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increasingly broader and more lithium-enriched. Again, these results are

indicative of the fundamental processes, but are not quantitatively accurate

once compound precipitation occurs. According to Old and Trevena [27],

lithium tends to diffuse out of a region in which Cu^Li formation has occurred

rather than accumulate to greater levels. Consequently, it is to be expected

that the first and second layer lithium concentrations at steady state are

higher and the subsurface concentration is lower than shown in Fig. 8.

The width of the lithium-enriched region at steady state depends not only

on the charge state of the sputtered solute atoms, but also on the mass and

energy of the incident projectile via the displacement profile, Ko. Figure 9

shows the calculated DPA profiles in copper for 3 keV Ar+ and 3 keV D+

bombardment. Ar+ bombardment is similar to medium mass self-sputtering in a

fusion device. The anticipated impact energy is approximately 10 Te, where Te

is the plasma edge temperature. For light ion sputtering, the impact energy

is closer to Te. For self-sputtering, the DPA profile is peaked very near the

surface. At the same energy, the DPA profile resulting from D+ impact is much

broader, although the peak damage rate is much lower per incident ion. Even

at 500 eV, an energy more appropriate for light ion sputtering, the DPA

profile for D+ impact is much broader than for self-sputtering, as shown in

Fig. 10a.

It is anticipated that heavy impurity atoms will strike the limiter at

near-normal incidence, but for light atom sputtering, the angle of incidence

will be close to 60° [28], The resulting DPA profile will be peaked much

closer to the surface as shown in Fig. 10b. This effect has not yet been

incorporated into our calculations, but it is to be expected that the near

surface lithium concentration will increase as a result.
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Figure 11 illustrates the resulting solute concentration profiles for

3 keV Ar+ and 0 + bombardment. In order to investigate the effect of the DPA

profile, a higher flux (2.3 x l(r- cm sec"*) has been assumed here for

deuteron bombardment in order to produce the same peak DPA rate as for the

argon bombardment. The sharply peaked argon DPA profile produces a region

about 350 A wide which is strongly lithium-enriched. Deuteron bombardment

produces a thicker altered layer and exhibits less near-surface lithium

enrichment.

Figure 12 exhibits an additional synergistic effect which is not as yet

treated in a self-consistent manner. By comparison with Fig. 9a, it can be

seen that the DPA profile depends strongly on the composition of the target as

well as the mass and energy of the projectile. As the composition profile

changes with irradiation time, the DPA profile, which affects the evolution of

the solute concentration profile, also changes.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

It is unlikely that first wall and limiter structures of a tokamak

reactor will consist of elemental metals. Even if they were initially single

component materials, plasma mixing will result in a mixture of materials ~

the so-called "tokamakium" — at the plasma interface. The sputtering proper-

ties of mixed materials may be quite different from the properties observed

for any one of the components. It has been demonstrated [29], for example,

that the angular distribution of light atoms sputtered from a heavy substrate

is peaked strongly in the forward direction.

On the other hand, multi-component materials which are initially homo-

geneous will cease to be uniform in a fusion environment. The altered spatial
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distribution of the components will in turn strongly affect the plasma-surface

interaction that is responsible for the mixing and redistribution processes.

It has been calculated that a coating only 1-2 monolayers thick almost

eliminates the sputtering of the underlying material. Such layers have been

produced in the laboratory and evidence of reduced substrate sputtering has

been obtained for several materials [5,30]. In the case of lithium overlayers

on copper, experiments indicate that substantially complete layers may be

maintained during 3 keV Ar+ sputtering at a flux of 70 yA/cm2 and temperatures

greater than 260°C. In the presence of electric and magnetic field conditions

expected to prevail in a fusion environment, the minimum temperature is

lowered to < 140°C.

Calculations carried out in an attempt to understand the experimental

results show an initial solute depletion in the first few atom layers and an

enrichment in the subsurface region, as a consequence of radiation-induced

segregation, and an eventual increase in the near-surface concentrations to-

ward steady state. The steady state value of the first layer concentration is

determined by the preferential sputtering process. However, changes in the

effective partial sputtering yields, as a result of the altered near-surface

composition profile, the inhibition of lithium erosion associated with a high

secondary ion fraction and the effect of the sheath potential, strongly alter

first layer solute concentration and the steady-state composition profile.

The experimentally observed increase in the apparent steady-state-surface

lithium concentration as the temperature is raised is not predicted by the

calculation. However, the calculation is based on the assumption of a solid

solution. At high lithium concentrations, the formation of the Cu^Li phase

renders this assumption invalid. The probable effect of compound formation
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would be to broaden the lithium-enriched region and raise the lithium surface

concentration.

The displacement profile plays a key role in determining the solute con-

centration profile via radiation-induced segregation. The DPA profile,

however, is strongly sensitive to the mass, kinetic energy, angle of incidence

of the projectile, and the solute concentration profile.

The treatment used here has been only partly self-consistent but suffices

to demonstrate a variety of synergistic effects in the sputtering of alloys in

a fusion environment. Some of these effects will no doubt represent problems

in the design of future fusion reactors, while others may present opportuni-

ties for the creation of self-sustaining coatings which are tailored to

requirements of fusion reactor operation.
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TABLE l a : INPUT PARAMETERS

FIGURE 4,11a 5a / 5b 7 8 lib

Li bulk cone,
(at a fraction)

Temperature (°C)

Projectile

Impact Energy (eV)

.026

350

Ar

3000

.026

350

Ar

3000

.026

140

Ar

3000

.026

140

Ar

3000

.026

140

D

500

.026

350

D

3000

Flux (ions/cm2-sec) 3.1xlO13 3.1xlO13 3.1xlO13 3.1xlO13 J.lxlO16 2.3xlO15

Peak Damage Rate .075 .075 .075 .075 1.0 .075
(DPA/sec)

AHseg (eV) -.65 -.65 -.65 -.65 -.65 -.65

Cu AHJ (eV) 1.20 1.31 1.31 1.20 1.20 1.20

Cu AH? (eV) 3.34 3.34 3.34 3.34 3.34 3.34

Cu AH™ (eV) 0.82 0.75 0.76 0.82 0.82 0.82

Cu AH1? (eV) 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

Li AHj (eV) 0.85 0.34 0.34 0.72 0.85 0.85

Li AH!J (eV) 0.70 0.67 0.67 0.59 0.70 0.70

Li AHm (eV) 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

Cv 1 .7xlO" 9 3 . 1 x l O " 1 0 3 . 4 x l O " 1 7 2 .4x lO~ 1 4 2 . 2 X 1 0 " 1 4 1.7xlO~9

C1 8.8xlO-28 1.7xlO"18 2.0xlO-30 1.6xlO"41 1.6xlO"41 8.8xlO"28

v a v (sec"1) 8.0xl07 1.9xlO8 4.5xlO4 2.3xlO6 l .lxlO5 8.0xl07

vai* (sec"1) 5.7X1011 5.4xlOn 1.2xlOn 1.9xlOu 1.9xlOn 5.7xlOn

vbv (sec"1) 8.7xlO6 3.6xlO7 2.8xlO3 3.7xlO3 ' 3.7xlO3 8.7xlO6

vb i (sec"1) 5.7xlOU 5.4xlOu 1.2X1011 1.9xlOn 1.9xlOu 5.7X1011
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TABLE Ib: OUTPUT VALUES

FIGURE 4,11a 5a 5b 7 8 l ib

Li yield* SLi

Cy yieid*sCu

c\ (steady state)

Cf; (steady state)

cmax subsurface

(steady state)

0.68

3.98

0.59

0.30

0.66

0.68

3.98

0.135

0.030

0.115

0.68

3.98

0.135

0.027

0.17

2.44

4.05

0.04

0.0030

0.21

0.68

3.98

0.77

0.38

0.91

0.68

3.98

0.143

0.0016

0.086

*
->Li Cu = \ i Cu^Li Cu w n e r e ^Li Cu ^s ^ e n u m ' 3 e r °^ sputtered atoms per

incident ion.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Self-sputtering yields for ^ i n c i d e n t on W ( o ) and Cu+ incident

on Cu ( • ) , Cu + 1 monolayer Li ( A ) , and Cu + 1.5 monolayers Li

( • ) . The atomic radius of Li is taken to be the same as that of

Cu, in accord with the X-ray di f f ract ion data of Klemm and Volavsek

[31] .

Fig. 2. Experimental measurement of Li(KLL)/Cu(MNN) Auger signal rat io at

140°C vs. fluence during sputtering by 3 keV Ar+ at a flux of 3.6 x

1 0 ^ ions/cm-sec. The two traces represent the effective des.orp-

t ion cross section for sputtering in a f ie ld- f ree ( A ) and non-

f ie ld- f ree ( • ) environment. The lat ter trace demonstrates the

maintenance of a lithium overlayer under reactor-l ike conditions.

Fig. 3. Experimental measurement of Li(KLL)/Cu(MNN) Auger signal rat io at

temperatures of 190°C, 230°C, 260°C, 290°C, and 320°C vs. fluence

during sputtering by 3 keV Ar at a flux of 3.1 x 1010 ions/cm-

sec. The data for 320°C show a strong reduction in the l i thium

depletion rate when a 22 V potential is applied to the sample.

Fig. 4. Solute concentration prof i le as a function of time for 3 keV Ar+

bombardment of Cu-2.6 at.% L i . The f i r s t layer and subsurface

region are Li enriched, but the second atomic layer is l i thium

depleted.

Fig. 5. Time evolution of solute concentration at various depths for 3 keV

Ar+ bombardment of Cu-2.6 at.% Li at 350°C (5a) and 140°C (5b).

Elemental values were used for Cu and Li part ial sputtering y ie lds.

Fig. 6. Reflection coefficient ( A ) , Li part ial sputtering y ie ld for the

f i r s t atomic layer ( • ) , and total Li sputtering y ie ld ( • ) as a

function of l ithium layer thickness for 200 eV Ar+ incident on Cu

with a Li overlayer.
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Fig. 7. Time evolution of solute concentration at various depths for 3 keV

Ar+ bombardment of Cu-2.6 at.% Li at 140°C. Copper and lithium

self-sputtering yields were calculated self-consistently by TRIM.

The resulting concentration values in the first and second atomic

layers are lower than found in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Calculated steady state lithium depth profile for 500 eV D+ bom-

bardment of Cu-2.6 at.% Li, assuming values of 0, 0.5, 0.9, and

0.98 for the secondary ion fraction of the sputtered lithium atoms.

As the secondary ion fraction increases, the subsurface lithium

concentration increases and the Li-enriched region broadens.

Fig. 9. DPA profiles for 3 keV Ar+ (9a) and D+ (9b) bombardment of Cu.

Fig. 10. DPA profiles for 500 eV D+ incident on copper along the normal (0°)

and at 60° incidence.

Fig. 11. Lithium concentration profiles corresponding to Figs. 9a and 9b..

Fig. 12 DPA profile for 3 keV Ar+ bombardment of Li.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. The views
anr) opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


